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Abstract 

China’s open embracing of the age of artificial intelligence (AI) has attracted considerable 
academic and media attention. Many argue that China has taken advantage of its national 
approach to contest for AI supremacy and geopolitical dominance. The relevant analyses 
assume China’s AI plans as being Beijing’s coherent top-down geopolitically driven national 
strategy, reflecting Chinese leaders’ global ambitions. This article argues that these views are 
mistaken. It argues that China’s AI plans are primarily driven by contestation and the struggle 
for resources among domestic stakeholders who are economically motivated and have little 
awareness of the bigger geopolitical picture. Instead of a top-down command approach, 
China’s national AI plan is an upgrade of existing local AI initiatives to the national level, 
reflecting a bottom-up development. This article suggests that the existing analyses vastly 
exaggerate (a) Beijing’s capacity to coordinate domestic capital and actors towards a unified, 
specific strategic objective and (b) the extent of China’s AI advancement and its geopolitical 
threat, triggering unnecessary anxiety among China’s near competitors.  

 

Introduction 

 The artificial intelligence (AI) revolution is likely to bring significant changes to human 
society for better or worse. Despite frightening warnings about an AI takeover, China has 
decided to embrace the age of AI and accelerate its arrival. In 2017, the Chinese government 
openly spoke about its global ambition to become a leading AI power by 2030 (China, 2015). 
In an era of great power politics, China’s AI dream, led by its economic rise, has heated up 
tech competition on the global stage. To many, Beijing’s bold AI plans represent a new area 
for US-China geopolitical competition (Klein, 2020; Allison, 2019; Castro, McLaughlin and 
Chivot, 2019; Allen, 2019; Kempe, 2019). The narrative of a so-called “AI race” or “AI cold 
war” has made for many headlines. With a few exceptions,1 the Chinese approach towards AI 
development is frequently labelled as a “top-down” national strategy (Liu, 2019; Ramanathan, 
2019; Ives and Holzmann, 2018; Jing, 2018; Yu, 2019; Lanier and Weyl, 2020; Lee, 2018). As 
Ives and Holzmann put it (Ives and Holzmann, 2018),  

“The current top-down approach in China’s AI industry is thus in line with the country’s 
overall industrial policy, in that it mobilizes massive amounts of capital and labor towards 
a specific target even at the risk of creating inefficiencies and wasting resources.” 

To many, this is some sort of “unified/integrated” “whole-of-nation/government/society” 
approach to drive AI innovation (Ding, 2018; Kania, 2017; Sayler, 2019). This “unique” 
Chinese approach and its underlying strategic thinking has led to a debate over whether China 



is winning the AI race, causing considerable anxiety for China’s near-peer competitors, 
especially the US (Allison, 2019; Allen, 2019; Kempe, 2019). As a US Congress report on AI 
and National Security points out,  

“Most analysts view China’s unified, whole-of-government effort to develop AI as 
having a distinct advantage over the United States’ AI efforts” (Sayler, 2019:23).  

Here, the different approaches taken by Chinese and American governments have often been 
compared. The relevant analyses often consist of a simple dichotomy: China’s top-down 
nationally coordinated approach versus the American market-oriented approach. As Amy 
Webb (2019) argues, 

“The future of AI is currently moving along two developmental tracks that are often at 
odds with what's best for humanity. China's AI push is part of a coordinated attempt to 
create a new world order led by President Xi, while market forces and consumerism are 
the primary drivers in America”.2  

In this regard, the Chinese approach is summarized as a geopolitically driven national strategy  
reflecting the ambition of Beijing and Chinese leaders to pursue a China-centred AI order, 
assuming a concerted national effort to achieve a unified central objective. 

This article, however, argues that these views are mistaken. It argues that China’s AI 
strategy is a loose slogan rather than a concrete policy plan. In order to mobilize domestic 
actors, the slogan is kept deliberately vague and broad to accommodate the interests of 
domestic stakeholders. Instead of unfolding according to Beijing’s top-level design, China’s 
AI development is primarily driven by powerful domestic stakeholders with diverse and 
competing interests. As economic growth is the most important goal of China’s AI plans, the 
central state has restricted discretion, while local states have primary responsibility for boosting 
the AI economy in China. Although this division of authority provides institutional incentives 
for local states to promote the AI industry in their own jurisdictions, it creates additional 
difficulties of steering and coordination. As this article will show, the diverse interests among 
domestic actors have produced a high level of regional competition regarding the AI industry.  

This game of contestation, and the struggle for resources, has been played by local, 
subnational and non-state actors who are economically motivated and have little awareness of 
diplomatic or geopolitical goals. This not only disproves the “coordinated” narrative in terms 
of Chinese AI strategy, but also shows that global geopolitical factors are largely irrelevant. In 
addition, local provinces and non-state actors had already made their AI plans long before the 
central government announced AI as a national strategy in 2017 (Ding, 2018:15). The latter 
was indeed a recognition and upgrade of existing successful initiatives at the local level, 
reflecting a bottom-up rather than a top-down development.3 The rapid development of China’s 
AI industry is largely thanks to China’s market forces, especially proactive profit-driven private 
entrepreneurship, rather than the instructions of central agencies in Beijing.  

This article points to a complex and multifaceted phenomenon of China’s AI politics. In 
the relevant AI race analyses, the geopolitical ambition of China’s AI strategy has often been 
highlighted. Using Cold War zero-sum thinking to analyse China’s AI innovation, these 
arguments have inevitably triggered unnecessary anxiety for China’s near-peer competitors. 
By arguing a distinct advantage of this “unified” Chinese masterplan, many analysts urge 
immediate policy actions – for example, the US government to adopt a similar approach in 



order to maintain its AI supremacy (Corrigan, 2018). These arguments vastly exaggerate 
Beijing’s capacity to coordinate domestic capital and actors towards a unified, specific strategic 
objective.  

In this regard, China’s AI innovation is much less threatening to China’s near AI 
competitors in geopolitical terms than it is framed in the relevant analyses. Given China’s 
important role in AI innovation, the exaggeration of a China threat is unhelpful to transnational 
cooperation in AI that the world can benefit from. For policy-makers of China’s near AI 
competitors such as the US and Europe, it is critical to make evidence-informed decisions that 
take these complex and multifaceted domestic dynamics of China’s AI development into 
consideration where comparisons are made.  

This article draws on both open source Chinese material and fieldwork in China, and 
proceeds in four subsequent parts. The first part discusses the transformation of China’s 
governance model over the past few decades, and why its operation mechanism is not a top-
down command approach. The second part analyses how this transformed governance model 
operates regarding China’s AI plans and how the state AI strategy follows a bottom-up 
development. It also shows that domestic (non-)state actors have taken advantage of the central 
government’s AI plans to maximize their own interests, exposing the problems of steering and 
coordination. The third part explains why the Chinese central state chooses not to intervene to 
a larger extent and discusses its own coordination problems. The conclusion summarizes the 
relevant arguments and discusses the implications for China’s AI development. 

 

Federalism with Chinese Characteristics 
 Within the literature of international relations, the analyses of China often assume that 
China/the Chinese state is a monolithic political entity. The Chinese authoritarian regime is 
simply considered a unified and “highly centralized” decision-making system, which Beijing 
can easily mobilize to achieve its goals (Hill, 2016). This simplified understanding inevitably 
neglects the nuanced development of China’s domestic political economy and its impacts on 
China’s foreign relations. In fact, decades of scholarship in China Studies have produced a 
sizeable literature that presents a fragmented and decentralized authoritarian system in China 
(Lieberthal and Oksenberg, 1988; Lieberthal, 1992; Lieberthal and Lampton, 1992; Schurmann, 
1966). 
 Since the late 1970s, China’s party state has been transformed by its market reforms. In 
contrast with public understanding, this transformation has led to a series of political reforms 
in China – despite not for the sake of democratization (Zeng, 2015b). Driven by a pragmatic 
and market-oriented approach, China’s rapid economic changes have altered its central-local 
relations. These reform programmes have introduced a division of authority between central 
and local states (Montinola, Qian and Weingast, 1996; Xu, 2011). This has given local states 
primary responsibility for regional economic prosperity at the cost of the central government’s 
monopoly control over the Chinese economy. Consequently, this has led to a high level of local 
autonomy and a restricted discretion of the central authority (Montinola, Qian and Weingast, 
1996; Xu, 2011). As Shaun Breslin points out, market reform programmes have allowed local 
leaders not only the ability to “ignore central economic commands” but also “the desire to 
assert their independence” (Breslin, 1996).  
 This federalism without a separation of power and popular elections is known as 
“federalism, Chinese style” (Montinola, Qian and Weingast, 1996; Qian and Weingast, 1995), 
“de facto federalism” (Zheng, 2007) or federalism with Chinese characteristics. The benefits 



of this fiscal decentralization are obvious. The most notable one is giving local actors 
institutional incentives to promote economic growth. Many consider this fiscal decentralization 
the key to China’s economic miracles over the past decades (Qian and Weingast, 1995; 
Montinola, Qian and Weingast, 1996). This system gives local states the power and motivation 
to explore the most efficient economic policies and thus boost regional growth.  
 Restricted central authority and local independence, however, inevitably increase the 
problems of steering and coordination. This transformation has altered the power relations and 
the bureaucratic order by encouraging a high level of competition among regional actors 
(Montinola, Qian and Weingast, 1996; Xu, 2011). In addition to fighting for the central 
government’s support, this competition extends to the struggle for factors of production 
including labour and capital (Montinola, Qian and Weingast, 1996). As a result, regional 
relations have become increasingly competitive. Local fiscal independence also means that 
local actors are primarily driven by their individual interests rather than China’s geopolitical 
goals. 
 In addition, fiscal decentralization has fundamentally changed the way the central state 
attains its objectives. The decision-making process is no longer a simple top-down command 
approach imposed by a few top leaders in Beijing, if it ever was. It now involves “ongoing, 
multi-level, multi-agency bargaining, whereby apparently subordinate actors may influence, 
interpret or even ignore central policy” (Jones and Zeng, 2019:1416). In this regard, policy 
slogans are crucial for central-local interaction. In order to mobilize domestic actors, the central 
state has to rely on policy slogans that are often vague and loose to leave room for local actors 
to adapt them to local conditions (Zeng, 2020). The process of translating these vague slogans 
into practices will inevitably invite agendas and interests of local actors (Zeng, 2019; Zeng, 
2020). When economic interests are involved, local actors will compete to jump on the 
bandwagon to fight for support from the central government, creating the illusion of a “whole-
of-nation” approach to make concerted efforts towards achieving the central goals while hiding 
the high level of regional competition and the manipulation of policy slogans for 
individual/regional gains (Zeng, 2020). 
 This Chinese federalism also means that decision-making is not always a one-way 
process of a top-down translation. Instead, decentralized policy experimentation and bottom-
up initiatives represent a key part of the central-local interaction (Zheng, 2007). This policy 
experimentation allows local states to test or explore novel policy ideas and thus promote 
policy innovation or institutional changes. When successful local policy initiatives are 
developed, the central government may choose to adopt those local initiatives at the national 
level. Thus, policy experimentation is a process of turning local initiatives into national policies. 
As Heilmann (2008b:21) argues, it has “minimized the risks and the cost to central 
policymakers by placing the burden on local governments and providing welcome scapegoats 
in cases of failure”.  
 Indeed, many Chinese national policies are developed from local initiatives via this 
bottom-up manner (Heilmann, 2008b; Heilmann, 2018). This has developed a sizeable 
literature of policy experimentation (Heilmann, 2008b; Heilmann, 2018; Heilmann, 2008a; 
Heilmann, 2009; Zeng, 2015a; Wang, 2009; Parris, 1993). Take China’s national talent policy 
as an example. It was developed from local talent policies in cities such as Wuxi that aimed to 
attract oversea talent to grow their business in Wuxi as returnee entrepreneurs to boost the 
city’s innovation and economy (Xing, Liu and Cary, 2018). In order to maintain their regional 
competitiveness, other cities and provinces have emulated and developed this talent policy 
based on their local needs, leading to different forms of talent policies at the regional level. 
Given the policy success at the local level, the central government has recognized these local 
initiatives and institutionalized talent policies at the national level in order to promote China’s 
innovation and national economy.  



 Unfortunately, the above “conventional wisdom” within the China scholarship has not 
changed the way that China is understood by the community of international relations despite 
efforts made by many China experts. To some extent, this is understandable given that China’s 
rise is a recent phenomenon, and, after all, this knowledge is traditionally considered 
“domestic”. Yet, the line between domestic and international Chinese politics has become 
increasingly blurred nowadays. The transformation of China’s authoritarian system has been 
further deepened by globalization and China’s economic integration with the world, granting 
domestic actors growing transnational interests and global influence. Provincial governments 
that previously had small international roles have now become powerful stakeholders 
managing transboundary economic and security matters (Su, 2015) and exerting their global 
influence via, for example, associated state-owned enterprises (Jones and Zou, 2017). As such, 
the Chinese authoritarian system has become not only increasingly fragmented and 
decentralized, but also “internationalized” (Jones and Zeng, 2019; Hameiri and Zeng, 2019; 
Hameiri and Jones, 2016; Jones, 2019; Hameiri, Jones and Heathershaw, 2019).  
 In this context, the domestic technocratic problems of steering and coordination have 
produced wider and deeper global consequences. The knowledge gap between International 
Relations and China Studies has become increasingly negatively impactful. The Belt and Road 
Initiative (BRI) is a recent notable example. The expansion of China’s BRI has received 
extensive academic and public attention given the enormous resources involved. Following a 
traditional top-down monolithic approach, many argue that the BRI is Beijing’s “well-thought-
out” and “clearly defined” grand strategy to reshape global order and achieve geopolitical 
dominance (Callahan, 2016; Miller, 2017; Leverett and Wu, 2017). Yet, as Jones and Zeng 
argue, the design and implementation of the BRI is actually shaped by a bottom-up manner 
driven by local, subnational actors who struggle for resources with little awareness of 
diplomatic and geopolitical goals (Jones and Zeng, 2019). Driven by the diverse and competing 
interests of powerful domestic and international stakeholders, the BRI has been unfolding in 
an incoherent and fragmented fashion rather than as some grand strategic masterplan designed 
in Beijing (Jones and Zeng, 2019). This means that it may depart significantly from the top-
level plan made by the Chinese central government (Jones and Zeng, 2019).  
 Similarly, the diverse and competing domestic interests have led to contradictory Chinese 
engagement on the global stage from the South China Sea (Group, 2012; Hameiri and Jones, 
2016) to even within the hardest security arenas, such as nuclear governance (Hameiri and 
Zeng, 2019). Instead of shaping the world on Beijing’s terms, the outcomes of these domestic 
dynamics sometimes undermine Chinese foreign policy objectives (Jones and Zeng, 2019). So, 
how will this transformed party-state system inform our understanding of China’s AI 
development? The following section answers this question.  
  
China’s AI Advancement: A Top-Down Command Approach?  

China’s AI plans started to attract global attention mainly during the period of from 2016 
to 2017 when the Chinese central government announced a series of AI strategy papers. In May 
2016, the “'Internet +' AI three years implementation plan” was jointly put forward by the 
National Development and Reform Commission, the Ministry of Science and Technology, the 
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology and the then Central Leading Group for 
Cyberspace Affairs. In July 2017, the Chinese State Council put a further national focus on AI 
and issued the “New Generation AI Development Plan”. 

This document specified China’s three-step AI plan with quantitative targets (China, 
2015). The first step in China’s overall AI strategy is to reach the same level as leading 
countries such as the US and develop an AI industry worth more than 150-billion-yuan by 2020, 
followed by the second step of making major breakthroughs in some parts of AI technology 
and developing an industry worth more than 400-billion-yuan by 2025. The third and last step 



is to become the leading AI power with an industry worth more than 1000-billion-yuan by 2030 
(China, 2015). Following this, in October 2017, the 19th Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 
report emphasized the importance of promoting the development of AI in order to accelerate 
the process of making China a major manufacturing power (Xi, 2017). Afterwards, the concept 
of AI frequently appeared in various governmental plans and reports. 

As mentioned previously, the high-profile Chinese state announcement of AI as a 
national strategy has produced many international analyses focusing on Beijing’s strategic 
thinking regarding the AI race and its geopolitical goals. Many of these arguments are valid. 
As Xi Jinping points out, “accelerating the development of a new generation of AI is an 
important strategic handhold for China to gain the initiative in global science and technology 
competition ... we need to ensure that the core AI technologies are firmly in our own hands” 
(China, 2019). This has clearly demonstrated the mindset of great power competition when 
introducing China’s bold AI initiatives. However, this is only part of the story. Over-emphasis 
on strategic and geopolitical thinking often produces misunderstandings.   
 Purely focusing on the geopolitical aspect of China’s AI plans misses the bigger picture 
and often assumes a natural top-down translation of these grand words into concrete local 
practices. Indeed, the local actors’ immediate responses to the central state’s plans appear to 
support this top-down observation. In the name of responding to and implementing the central 
state’s AI announcements, over 15 provincial units – including 11 announced between 2017 
and 2018 –  put forward their own local AI policies (Qianzhan, 2018). The Shanghai 
government, for example, introduced its own AI plans, in which it aspires to become a national 
leading AI city, with some parts of its AI innovation reaching the level of the world leaders by 
2020, a world leading AI centre and an excellent global city by 2030 (Shanghai, 2017). 
Similarly, Jiangsu Province, Beijing City, Zhejiang Province and Liaoning Province set out a 
series of government policies to foster AI development in their respective regions (Iyiou, 2018). 
The above central-local interaction has created the illusion of a “whole-of-nation” “coordinated” 
Chinese approach to AI in that all Chinese state actors selflessly echo in concert the central call 
for and work to advance China’s national interests – a classic top-down national command 
approach.   

Nonetheless, the enthusiastic responses from local states to the AI policy slogan should 
be critically examined as they are often a political performance, reflecting the art of political 
correctness (Zeng, 2020). In practice, the central-local interaction is far more complicated than 
a top-down approach. The top-down logic assumes that the central government is the pioneer 
and leader deciding the strategic direction for China’s AI advancement in 2017, followed by 
local and subnational leaders. If anything, the opposite is true. Instead of simply following the 
central state’s instructions, local and subnational actors actively deployed their own AI plans 
way ahead of the central state’s announcement in July 2017 (Ding, 2018). The province of 
Guangdong, for example, had planned its AI policies for years and announced its “2015-2020 
Intelligent Manufacturing Development Plan” in February 2016. 

Yiou’s report shows that in 2015, 11 AI plans were introduced by 10 provincial units, 
and that in 2016, 9 plans were introduced by 7 provinces (Iyiou, 2018). Put another way, a year 
before the State Council’s AI plans were issued in 2017, 14 provinces had already announced 
20 AI plans (Iyiou, 2018). All of these 14 provinces have introduced additional AI plans since 
the State Council’s AI announcement in 2017. When only observing their policies from 2017 
onward, they do appear to be a response to the central government’s mobilization. However, 
many of their new AI plans from 2017 onward were a simple continuation and modification of 
their previous plans. To some extent, some local states were re-branding their existing plans to 
make these plans look new and a follow-up to the central call. By using this “old wine in a new 



bottle” tactic, they could gain economic benefits from the central state to conduct their existing 
plans.  

The local states were ahead of not only the State Council’s AI paper in 2017 but also 
almost all Beijing’s central agencies’ AI plans. The earliest provincial AI plans can be traced 
back to as early as 2009 with a steady number of plans published afterwards; many were 
published before 2012 when the central government put forward its internet of things policy 
(CISTP, 2018). In this regard, the central actors were neither the pioneers who discovered AI’s 
potential nor the commanders who ordered local actors to develop AI. Driven by the benefits 
of an AI economy, the local and subnational actors had already introduced their AI agendas in 
advance of Beijing’s call. The central state, at most, formalized the existing grassroots AI 
initiatives at the national level. In short, the local AI initiatives were already there, and the 
central government recognized their importance and upgraded them into a national plan. This 
development suggests more of a bottom-up rather than a top-down manner.   

This bottom-up manner is reflected not only in the sequence of policy announcements 
among state actors but also in the success of private entrepreneurship in China’s high-tech 
industry. Privately owned tech companies – such as Alibaba, Tencent and Baidu – are the key 
drivers of China’s booming internet economy rather than the state instruction from Beijing 
(Jing, 2018). These privately owned internet giants are also the leading forces behind China’s 
AI innovation. China’s leading technologies, such as bike-sharing and digital payments, were 
created neither by Beijing’s instruction nor state funding, but by market entrepreneurship (Jing, 
2018). These market forces are primarily driven by business profits, not strategic geopolitical 
interests imposed by a few leaders in Beijing. All of these reflect the success of bottom-up 
innovation rather than top-down command. 

Moreover, the top-down command narrative misguidedly assumes a high level of 
coordination among domestic actors and a chain of command through a hierarchical 
bureaucracy to operate the AI economy. The Chinese style of federalism determines that this 
is not the case. As previously mentioned, China’s economy is not centrally planned but heavily 
reliant on a division of responsibilities between central and local states, giving the latter 
primary economic responsibility in their jurisdictions. Under this high level of local autonomy 
and the central government’s restricted discretion, it is about not only what the central 
government wants but also what local states want.  

It is true that local governments do share overlapping interests with the central 
government, i.e. economic growth via boosting the AI economy, which explains why local 
actors actively jumped on the bandwagon to echo the central call. However, there is also a 
critical difference in their interests. The central government, with its strategic thinking in terms 
of making China a leading power, is after the geopolitical interests of China as a whole. The 
ideal scenario is a concerted national effort to deliver this singular goal, assuming 
complementary rather than competitive relations among domestic local actors. For local states, 
however, they are not always driven by the bigger picture of China’s national interests but by 
the desire to maximize their own economic interests. This means that conventional economic 
competition over factors of production, such as labour and capital, under China’s federalism 
applies in the case of China’s AI development. 

Indeed, Chinese provinces never try to hide their competitive mindsets. Almost all the 
Chinese provinces chose a high-profile approach to announce their subsidies policies to boost 
the AI economy. They put forward similar policies including competing deals on tax benefits, 
rent concessions and funding subsidies, and they were fighting for the same AI resources: AI 
talent, AI investment and AI companies. The shortage in resource supply makes this 
competition very intense. Estimation shows that, for example, there is a shortfall of over 5 
million qualified workers in China’s AI industry (Hou, Jiang and Zhu, 2018); this is hardly 
surprising given that the shortage of AI talent is a global phenomenon. After 18 years of 



explosive growth, the total financing of China’s AI industry met its first decline in 2019, 
dropping from 148.453 billion yuan in 2018 to 96.727 billion yuan in 2019 – a decrease of 34.8 
percent (CheetahGlobalLab, 2020). Following this downward trend, 336 Chinese start-up tech 
companies shut down their operations in 2019. The year 2019 is widely called “capital winter” 
in the industry (Wang, 2019). It remains to be seen how the pandemic has affected China’s AI 
industry.  
  Many local governments also used the same strategy to build momentum for their AI 
industries: high-profile AI conferences. This was chosen by many local governments as the 
first major step after they announced their AI policies. For example, in 2018, more than 8 local 
provinces or municipalities under the central government including Tianjing, Guizhou, 
Guangdong, Sichuan, Beijing, Chongqing, Shanghai and Nanjing organized AI conferences. 
Needless to say, so many conferences in a year kept China’s leading internet entrepreneurs, 
such as Jack Ma, Robin Li and Ma Huateng, very busy. Again, local governments competed to 
invite these leading figures to boost the influence and profile of their conferences. So, the point 
to emphasize here is that despite the central planning at the top level, there is a high level of 
regional competition. As one of my interviewees points out,  

“the national planning is relatively important and can help to prevent disorderly and 
competitive development. However, whether it is implemented at the local level is related 
to the local governments’ ability and awareness. Most of the times, there are irrational 
competition driven by GDP targets. There are also disorderly competitions like using 
land and policy resources and financial support to seize the opportunity of AI 
development.”4  

The disorderly regional competition is further demonstrated by local actors’ response to the 
central government. As previously mentioned, in 2017, the State Council announced the 
national strategy of AI with the hope of building up a more than 150-billion-yuan AI core-
industry and a more than 1000-billion-yuan AI-related industry by 2020. Following this, many 
provinces also announced their ambitious quantitative targets. Figure 1 summarizes their 
quantitative targets for the AI core industry by 2020. 

 

Figure 1: Summary of Chinese Provincial-Level Unit Target Values for the AI Core 
Industry by 2020 (unit: 1 billion yuan) 5 
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As Figure 1 shows, the City of Shanghai and Sichuan Province expected to develop AI core 
industries worth more than 100- and 50-billion-yuan by 2020, respectively. Should these goals 
be achieved, together these two would be sufficient to meet the national target, i.e. the 150-
billion-yuan goal set by the State Council. Adding the targets of these 11 provinces together, 
the total value of the AI core industry would be 344 billion yuan – more than double the national 
target. 
 This inflation is also reflected in the target value of AI-related industry. Figure 2 
summarizes the quantitative targets of AI-related industry by 2020. As Figure 2 shows, these 
10 provincial units’ accumulated target value of AI-related industry reaches 2,000 billion yuan 
– twice that of the national target set by the State Council. Notably, the above accumulated 
provincial target only covers 10-11 provinces, while the State Council’s national target was 
supposed to cover the whole of mainland China, i.e. 31 provincial units. Besides these 10-11 
provinces, there were some provincial units that had not put forward their AI plans but were 
still interested in developing an AI economy, or others who had their AI industry plans but did 
not specify their quantitative targets for 2020. Had they given a figure, the accumulated 
provincial target would be even higher. 
 
Figure 2: Summary of Chinese Provincial-Level Unit Target Values of AI-Related 
Industry by 2020 (unit: 1 billion yuan) 6 
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However, the line between the AI core industry and AI-related industry is very blurred, leaving 
room and flexibility for different interpretations (Ding, 2018). The fundamental concept of “AI” 
is very difficult to define. This umbrella term – referring to a set of digital technology with the 
ability “to perform tasks that would usually require human intelligence” (Oxford, 2005) – has 
made related concepts, including “AI technology”, “AI strategy” and “AI industry”, very fuzzy. 
As Ding (2019a) points out, “the concept of AI, which encompasses anything from fuzzy 
mathematics to drone swarms, becomes so slippery that it is no longer analytically coherent or 
useful.” This lack of clarity regarding these AI concepts and the central government’s AI plans 
has been exploited by some market forces as an opportunity for profits.  
 Some market actors view China’s national AI plans as a rare marketing opportunity to 
hype AI business. They have contributed to a national AI boom carnival in China, leading to 
unreasonably high salaries, expectations of investment returns and the valuation of unicorns in 
China’s AI industry (Chen, 2017). Consequently, there are increasing concerns over an AI 
bubble in China (Chen, 2017; Stars, 2019). Although the AI hype is a global phenomenon, the 
one in China is perhaps the biggest thanks to China’s high-profile state AI plans. For some, the 
current AI bubble in China is “insane” (Stars, 2019). Many Chinese AI companies took 
advantage of AI’s fuzzy definition to brand their products with an AI label in order to make 
more profits and attract more investments (Wang, 2018). According to Li Yizeng, Principal 
Fellow at Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences’ Internet Studies Centre, 90 percent of the 
current AI business products on the Chinese market, such as smart speakers and robots, are not 
“real” AI technology (Wang, 2018).  According to Wei Zhe, Founder of Jiayu Fund, 90% of 
those products are “fake AI” (Wang, 2018). This has contributed to a very unhealthy AI market, 
lacking in genuine innovation.  
 In addition, some market actors have manipulated the fuzzy definition of an AI company 
to cheat state funding. According to a Deloitte report, “90% or even 99%” of China’s AI 
companies are fake AI companies (Deloitte, 2018). These companies have used their fake AI 
cover to deceive the government and obtain state subsidies (Deloitte, 2018) - a problem that 
commonly exists in China’s other high-tech industries as well. Generally, it exposes the 
efficiency and quality problems of China’s tech policy. While it boosts sector growth by 
providing more incentives for the private and research sectors and allocating more resources in 
high-tech industry, it inevitably poses the challenges of over-capacity, wasteful investment and 
quality innovation. In this regard, China’s national AI plan is further distorting the already 
unhealthy Chinese AI market. When dealing with the flow of state funding, the 
commercialization of new AI technologies remains a critical challenge for Chinese AI start-
ups (Dai, 2018). Without finding the real market demand, the current industrial prosperity and 
growth is neither sustainable nor helpful to its global competitiveness in the long run. 
 
Regional Competition and Central Coordination: Strategic Thinking vs Economic 
Development 
     Previous sections have shown that China’s AI development suffers from problems of 
disorderly regional competition, poor national coordination and market manipulation. Why 
does the central government not intervene to a larger extent and make a nationally concerted 
AI push? To understand this, it is important to clarify China’s goal of AI advancement. While 
geopolitical thinking has clearly shaped China’s AI strategy, the growth of the AI economy is 
the most important rationale driving China’s AI initiatives. Since China’s market reforms in 
the late 1970s, economic growth has become a key pillar of the CCP’s legitimacy. Many in 
China view technological innovation as the key to maintaining China’s economic growth as 
technological advancement will improve overall labour productivity and thus create social 
wealth (Feng, 2018). The intention to boost national wealth through the AI industry is clearly 
indicated in the aforementioned Chinese State Council’s AI plan, in which the quantitative 



goals of developing a 150-billion-yuan AI industry in 2020, a 400-billion-yuan AI industry in 
2025 and a 1000-billion-yuan AI industry in 2030 are clearly set out. Apparently, only when 
the AI economy has a strong foundation can China deliver Beijing’s geopolitical vision of 
becoming a leading AI powerhouse. In other words, the AI economy is the primary goal, and 
geopolitical leverage is the add-on.   
 When it comes to promoting economic growth, a painful lesson that China learnt from 
Mao Zedong’s era is that a centrally planned approach does not work, leading the way for the 
subsequent pragmatic, market-oriented approach. As previously mentioned, this Chinese style 
of federalism has been successful in boosting the Chinese economy despite the problems 
caused, such as declining central authority and regional competition. A higher level of state 
intervention is usually not good for the market. In fact, the current level of state intervention in 
AI development has already led to various problems including the previously mentioned waste 
of state funding and low efficiency. As long as economic incentives drive China’s AI plan, its 
success relies on market competition and not top-down state intervention.  
 It may also be worth mentioning that, even for authoritarian regimes like China’s, 
coordination and central planning are not as straightforward as many would expect. Even 
within the central government in Beijing, bureaucratic politics is everywhere. As far as AI is 
concerned, jurisdiction among the central state’s different departments over China’s AI policy 
is anything but straightforward. Four central agencies, including the National Development 
Reform Commission, the Ministry of Science and Technology, the Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology and the Cyberspace Administration of China, fought to assert their 
power in deciding and managing China’s AI policy (Ding, 2018:15). Different national AI 
policy papers indicate remarkably interesting conflicts over which agencies have the mandate 
to command China’s AI policy (Ding, 2018:15). 
 In other words, central agencies in Beijing are not pursing a single unified goal – let alone 
the whole national attempt to advance AI in China. As Ding rightly points out, “although the 
central government plays an important guiding role, bureaucratic agencies, private companies, 
academic labs, and subnational governments are all pursuing their own interests to stake out 
their claims to China’s AI dream” (Ding, 2018:15). According to one commenter, for example, 
the introduction of the State Council’s “New Generation AI Development Plan” is China’s 
Ministry of Science and Technology’s attempt to assert its power in China’s high-tech 
developments. As the Plan establishes a “AI Implementation Office” located in Ministry of 
Science and Technology to promote the implementation of AI plans, it gives the Ministry 
considerable influence to steer China’s AI research agenda that were previously driven by other 
ministries or scientists from Chinese Academy of Science and Chinese Academy of 
Engineering (Laskai, 2017). Thus, some consider this additional bureaucratic layer as a 
negatively impact on China’s AI innovation and technological development (Laskai, 2017; 
Ding, 2019b). 
 
Conclusion  

 As this article shows, “to develop AI” is a broad and vague political slogan to mobilize 
Chinese domestic actors. Far from being a specific plan, the State Council’s “New Generation 
AI Development Plan” is a “manifesto about the future” (Laskai, 2017) or a “wish list” of AI 
technology that the central state would like to develop with little concrete ideas about how to 
get it done (Sheehan, 2018). Its implementation heavily relies on local and subnational actors 
to interpret the AI slogan and find their own ways to motivate the private sector and accelerate 
AI activities in their respective jurisdictions. This process often supports local agendas and 
interests as the mechanism allows a high level of discretion for local actors to decide local AI 



activities. This slogan mobilization process means that local and subnational actors play an 
important role in shaping AI politics.  
 In this regard, China’s AI innovation does not simply follow a top-down command 
approach, which makes it distinctly different from that in the US and Europe. While strategic 
thinking and national planning mindsets are clearly there backing the Chinese central state’s 
AI plans, these top-level grand masterplans are not completely unfolded into concrete practices 
at the local level. The nature of China’s economic circumstances means that its AI industry is 
primarily driven by a range of local, subnational and non-state actors who have diverse – and 
sometimes competing – interests and little diplomatic and geopolitical awareness. Their 
struggle for resources has shaped the development of China’s AI industry. Instead of a top-
down command model, the development of China’s AI policies largely follows a bottom-up 
manner in that existing local AI initiatives successfully won recognition from Beijing and were 
upgraded to become a national focus. 

 Rather than a concerted national effort to boost the AI industry, the Chinese approach 
faces the problems of coordination and manipulation. Similar to the US and Europe, China’s 
market forces and entrepreneurs play a key role in boosting the AI industry, and they are 
pursuing individual commercial interests not the country’s national interests. Notably, this 
article only examines the domestic struggle for AI resources within China. There is also an 
international dimension. As previously discussed, China’s political system has become 
increasingly internationalized due to globalization. With China’s integration into the world, it 
has been increasingly exposed to foreign influence and influenced by its transitional interest. 
So is its AI industry. China’s AI advancement has largely benefited from international 
collaboration and access to foreign technology (O’Meara, 2019; Hannas and Chang, 2019). 
Many leading Chinese internet companies are partly owned by foreign capital. Not surprisingly, 
US-China conflicts have led to considerable concerns among Chinese AI scientists and 
entrepreneurs about their potential negative impact on China’s AI innovation. Given that 
transnational interests play an important role in China’s AI innovation, it is misguided to 
assume highly unified and coherent efforts are made by China’s AI sector to advance Beijing’s 
AI plans and thus China’s national interests.  

 Above all, purely focusing on the great power competition aspect of China’s AI 
development would inevitably neglect the nuanced development on the ground and thus vastly 
exaggerate (a) Beijing’s capacity to mobilize domestic actors to achieve a unified strategic 
objective and (b) the advancement of China’s AI programmes and its threat in geopolitical 
terms. All of these have (un)intentionally contributed to China’s near-peer competitors’ – 
especially the US’s and Europe’s – unnecessary anxiety regarding China’s AI plans. Nowadays, 
AI innovation has been increasingly exposed to geopolitics, especially between China and the 
US. The rise of the AI race narrative has implicitly and explicitly promoted a zero-sum view 
into the understanding of AI innovation. The narrative’s priority on competition over 
cooperation and destruction over creation has the potential to turn AI in a more nationalistic 
and inward-looking direction. This is helpful to neither national nor global common interests.   
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